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May 10, 2017 
 

TO: Mr. David Weintraub, Associate Zoning Administrator 
 C/O Steve Garcia, Planning Assistant 

 
CC: Mr. Herb Wesson, City Council President, Council Member CD10 
 Mr. Justin Wesson, CD10 Legislative Deputy 

 Mr. Uduak-Joe Ntuk, Petroleum Administrator 
 

SUBJECT: 4th Ave Drill Site, 3300-3326 West Washington Blvd. – Case No. ZA-1994-
16773-PA2 – Review of Compliance. 
 
 
The United Neighborhoods Neighborhood Council (UNNC) Governing Board met on May 4, 
2017 to discuss ZA-1994-16773-PA2, the Review of Compliance concerning the 4th Ave Drill 
Site located at 3300-3326 West Washington Blvd. 
 
This was far from our first discussion of problems at this site. Indeed, since 2015 we have 
discussed the problems at the 4th Ave Drill Site at well more than a dozen meetings, attended by 
a cumulative total of hundreds of local residents. 
 
As this letter and the full record of our correspondence with Planning and other City agencies 
since 2015 shows, UNNC and our community have not just been deeply concerned about this 
Drill Site, but deeply engaged with the State and City documentary record on the Drill Site and 
the applicable State and City laws regulating the Drill Site. 
 
Based on the documentary record we have been examining over the past two years and the 
presentation of additional documents at our most recent meeting, on May 4, 2017 the UNNC 
Governing Board voted 17 YES with 0 NO and 2 ABSTENTIONS to send you the following 
Statement of Facts (substantiated by the attached file of supporting documents) and to 
urge that you make the subsequent Suggested Findings and Suggested Orders for Action: 
 
 
Statement of Facts (substantiated by the attached file of supporting documents) 

1. Freeport McMoRan Oil and Gas (FMOG) converted all injection wells to producers by 
cancelling DOGGR permits for their use as injection wells. 

2. The wells were converted without review and approval by the ZA, in violation of LAMC 
13.01.I. 

3. FMOG and Sentinel Peak Resources (SPR) claim the wells are still injectors because 
they have not done downhole work to enable the wells to function as producers, but if 
this were true the wells would be in violation of Federal and State law because the wells 
do not have DOGGR permits as injectors, and the wells would be in violation of ZA 
assigned conditions that require the operator to hold all permits necessary for legal 
operation. 
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4. No drill site is allowed to operate without injection wells to inject produced water from oil 
and gas production. Sending produced water to another drill site for injection has never 
been approved. Therefore the 4th Ave Drill Site is not capable of producing oil or 
commercial quantities of gas. 

5. The 6 former injector wells have not injected anything or produced anything since 2010. 
6. The 8 historic producer wells have produced zero oil since 2010, and have emitted a 

miniscule volume of gas since March 2016 which is not remotely close to a commercially 
viable or paying quantity of gas. 

7. On October 30, 2015, FMOG’s senior engineer told DOGGR that FMOG had no 
intention of resuming production at the 4th Ave Drill Site. 

8. The drill site is thus permanently idle and legally incapable of commercial production. 
9. The mother case for the drill site clearly stipulates that wells must produce a 

commercially viable quantity of oil in order to be maintained. 
10. SPR compounded the original violations by openly refusing to comply with the ZA’s 

directive to submit a Plan Approval application to initiate this review. 
 
Suggested Findings and Suggested Orders for Action  

1. Immediately convert this case into a Nuisance Abatement Review as merited by the 
facts and authorized by Condition 10 of the 2007 determination in ZA-1994-16773-PA1. 

2. Find that FMOG violated LAMC 13.01.I when it converted the 6 extant former injection 
wells to producers and connected them to the gas manifold on or about March 1, 2016. 

3. If by some argument the ZA is persuaded that these are still injection wells, then find that 
they are out of compliance with the requirements set by the 1963 determination of the 
mother case, ZA 16773, which requires that valid permits be held from all necessary 
agencies, and thus also find that Nuisance Abatement is warranted because the site 
would be in violation of Federal and State law that require DOGGR permitting and 
testing of injection wells. 

4. Find that the 6 former injector wells are not legal, neither as injector nor as producer 
wells, and also that they have been idle since 2010.  Consequently, in keeping with the 
requirements and expectations of the mother case, order that these wells must be 
abandoned (i.e., plugged). 

5. Find that the entire drill site cannot be operated legally because the site has no legal 
injection wells to dispose of produced water, and that makes the site incapable of legal 
oil production and incapable of legal gas production in commercial quantities. 

6. Consequently, due to violations and the legal impossibility of producing oil or gas in 
commercial quantities, revoke all approvals for the site and order that all wells must be 
abandoned (i.e., plugged) and the entire site restored to its original condition. 

7. Order that all local, State, and Federal permits and approvals required by law for the 
abandonment (i.e., plugging) of wells and the remediation of the site must be obtained 
from the proper public agencies. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Denise Jackson 
UNNC Vice President 
 


